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ABSTRACT
A SensorFlock composed of bird-sized micro aerial vehi-
cles (MAVs) enables low cost high granularity atmospheric
sensing of toxic plume behavior and storm dynamics, and
provides a unique three-dimensional vantage for monitor-
ing wildlife and ecological systems. This paper describes
a complete implementation of our SensorFlock, spanning
the development of our MAV airplane, its avionics, semi-
autonomous flight control software, launch system, flock
control algorithm, and wireless communication networking
between MAVs. We present experimental results from flight
tests of flocks of MAVs, and a characterization of wireless
RF behavior in air-to-air communication as well as air-to-
ground communication.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Large wireless networks scaling to hundreds of low cost

airborne vehicles are largely still a vision today rather than
a reality. In SensorFlock, our research goal is to make a
substantial leap forwards towards this vision of hundreds
of inexpensive, semi-autonomous, and cooperating airborne
vehicles that sense and relay data over a wireless communi-
cation mesh network. We present in this paper our progress
towards this goal, namely the design of our micro-air ve-
hicle (MAV), the semi-autonomous flight control algorithm
capable of hovering individual MAVs in loiter circles, flight
validation tests of the MAVs, and an in-depth study of the
RF characteristics of air-to-air and air-to-ground commu-
nication between MAVs. The benefits that will accrue to
the research community from the SensorFlock project in-
clude the ability to enhance scientific applications with fine-
granularity three-dimensional sampling, the distribution of
the MAV aircraft design and software to the wider commu-
nity, the eventual creation of airborne testbeds that scale up
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to hundreds of MAVs, and increased understanding of wire-
less propagation characteristics and networking connectivity
behavior between large numbers of MAVs that are rapidly
banking, rolling, and changing attitude in flight. The lat-
ter measurement results will aid the computer science com-
munity in developing more realistic RF models for in situ
air-to-air and air-to-ground communication, thus leading to
improved simulation and design of more robust protocols for
practical airborne sensor networks.

SensorFlock provides the capability to enhance many ap-
plications of interest to the scientific community by provid-
ing finer granularity three-dimensional sampling of phenom-
ena of interest than would otherwise be feasible. One such
class of applications is chemical dispersion sampling. As
shown in Figure 1, a deployment of a flock of MAVs sensing
and communicating their data back to a network of ground
stations enables scientists to study the rate of dispersion of
a toxin, pollutant, or chemical, natural or man-made. In
another example, MAV flocks may provide the ability to
study the distribution of CO2 concentrations in the atmo-
sphere and its relation to global warming. In all these cases,
a flock of MAVs enables accurate sampling of the parameter
of interest simultaneously over large regions of a volume. In
addition, since MAVs are independently controllable, they
can be targeted to track the toxic plume to study the rate of
dispersion, fly towards the source of the plume if unknown,
and re-distribute to map the boundaries of the plume.

Another class of applications that would benefit from Sen-
sorFlock are those involving atmospheric weather sensing. A
flock of MAVs - each MAV equipped with temperature, pres-
sure, humidity, wind speed/direction, and/or other sensors
- can provide detailed in-situ mapping of weather phenom-
ena such as hurricanes, thunderstorms, and tornados, and
return data that would be useful in improving storm track
predictions and the understanding of storm genesis and evo-
lution. Other such examples include: modeling the local
weather produced by wildfires to better predict their evo-
lution and improve the deployment of firefighting resources;
sensing and modeling of thermodynamic plumes over open
ice leads in polar regions to better understand interactions
between sea, ice, and atmosphere which contribute to cli-
mate change; and improved characterization of heat islands
above cities and their impact on local weather patterns.

While many technologies exist that can contribute to the
SensorFlock vision, they are either too costly, too restricted,
or too limited to fully achieve by themselves a low cost and
retargetable airborne sensor network. Passive sensors such
as weather balloons and dropsondes cannot be retargeted



Figure 1: SensorFlock for 3-D sensing of toxic
plumes.

to phenomena of interest. Large Unmanned Air Vehicles
(UAVs) of 2-3 meter wingspan or more pose a hazard to
conventional air traffic and ground personnel. Small, bird
sized sensor vehicles have the potential to reduce the conse-
quences of failure to levels that are considered of equivalent
safety to FAA approved manned vehicles.

We have therefore pursued a vision of building a Sensor-
Flock composed of many low cost small bird-sized MAVs on
the order of a half a meter in wingspan. An example of the
MAV that we have built is shown in Figure 2. This MAV
would pose little danger to personnel and property on the
ground or other air vehicles. They do not need specialized
take-off or landing facilities or runways. They are reusable,
and could be produced in large numbers at low cost. With
a few enhancements to our current prototype’s airframe and
propulsion system, such small vehicles could potentially re-
main in flight for periods of about 90 minutes, sufficient to
provide highly accurate data for decisions in the critical ini-
tial period after a toxin release event. Subsequently, fewer
numbers might be used to monitor dispersions over longer
periods.

Deploying a Sensor Flock with large numbers of vehicles
(e.g. tens or hundreds) raises unique research challenges
in command and control. Each MAV carries very limited
on-board power and computing resources. Flight control,
toxin sensing, information processing, communication, and
decision making must be extremely simple and decentral-
ized. Yet rather sophisticated aggregate behavior is desired,
so that the flock can semi-autonomously seek out plumes,
guided by supervisory human operators and real-time mod-
els of plume evolution.

This paper describes our solution to large-volume atmo-
spheric sensing, that takes the approach of using a ”min-
imal” autopilot combined with a globally stable and con-
vergent vector field guidance system on each vehicle. This
provides a small, low mass, and low cost autopilot system
that requires very little human interaction in the form of
flight control or path planning. This combination provides
a semi-autonomous capability for each UAV, where the op-
erator or an overseeing algorithm can provide the desired
center of loiter coordinates and a loiter radius infrequently,
decentralizing the vehicle control by moving the manage-
ment of the flock to a higher level in the control hierarchy.
Once the plane reaches its destination it will fly loiter cir-
cles around the target point until it is told to do otherwise.
With this approach many vehicles can be controlled by a
single operator without the threat of failure due to a lack
of command or loss of communication. In this manner, the

Figure 2: Micro Air Vehicle (MAV) designed and
built for flight tests of SensorFlock at CU-Boulder.

SensorFlock can scale to large number of MAVs launched
and overseen by a small number of human operators. The
sections below describe how this system is implemented and
show experimental results of the system in action.

2. RELATED WORK
Detailed measurements of wireless behavior are essential

to understanding real-world performance of wireless net-
works. For 802.11 2.4 GHz networks, measurements have
been performed on static WiFi LANs [1, 4, 2, 9, 8], and an
entire workshop has been devoted to the topic [10]. Mobile
vehicular 802.11 ground networks have recently been stud-
ied [7].

In wireless sensor networks, detailed measurements have
been performed on testbeds of static wireless motes at 900
MHz [11, 27, 22, 29]. Experimental papers studying 802.15.4
radios at 2.4 GHz in static sensor networks have also been
reported [19, 20, 28].

Prior work has explored using large UAVs for toxin dis-
persion characterization [16], though this is in simulation
only. Other prior work have simulated UAV networks [24,
23, 12].

Practical airborne systems of wireless networked planes
are largely in their infancy. A system with several small
helicopters has been reported [3]. The AUGNET project re-
ports results for two of the larger UAVs [5, 6, 14] networked
via 802.11, not for the smaller bat-sized MAVs.

As far as we are aware, there is no prior work studying the
network dynamics of a Sensor Flock composed of bat-sized
MAVs. MAVs have attracted significant attention since the
mid-1990’s for both civilian and military applications. Pio-
neering work in this area was conducted by AeroVironment
[13] and the University of Florida [15] among others. MAVs
are by definition small (by weight or size) aircrafts which fly
at relatively low speeds. Such flight characteristics will re-
sult in flow regimes with Reynolds numbers below 200,000.
Another aerodynamic signature of MAVs is wings with small
aspect ratio; in most cases the chord is roughly equal to the
wingspan. This combination of low Reynolds number flight
and low aspect ratio wings results in a flow regime alien to
conventional aircraft. Although small birds and insects have
been flying under these conditions for quite some time, this



Figure 3: CUPIC Autopilot board. This view shows
the top of the board which houses the CPU, pressure
sensor, radio, and rate gyro. The integrated GPS
receiver is on the bottom of the board.

is a new flight environment for man-made aircraft.
Our early work on pursuing a Sensor Flock focused on

developing control algorithms to manage a flock of MAVs,
wherein the location of each MAV was governed by an equa-
tion that was a function of the sensing phenomena of inter-
est, the concentration of MAVs in a given area, communica-
tion requirements, and energy [18].

3. MAV SYSTEM
The design of the MAV system faced three significant

challenges: building a sufficiently lightweight plane capa-
ble of flight; designing algorithms into software to achieve
semi-autonomous flight; and integrating disparate subsys-
tems such as propulsion, flight control, and wireless net-
working into a fully functional SensorFlock solution.

3.1 MAV Plane
As shown in Figure 2, the small size of the MAVs designed

at the University of Colorado has the advantage that in the
event of an accident, the potential for damage to property
and personal on the ground is minimal. By keeping the ve-
hicle mass under 500 grams and the maximum speed, even
in failure, under 20 m/s, these vehicles fall within NASA’s
”Inert Debris” range safety classification. Adding that the
plane is made of polyproplyene foam, and the propeller is
in the rear, the potential for collision damage is minimal.
Combine this with a production cost of the entire aircraft,
including the autopilot, which is less than $600, and it is
clear that the cost of failure of one of these vehicles is min-
imal. It is for this reason that we do not require redundant
systems such as those present on larger aircraft autopilot
systems.

3.2 Avionics
The CUPIC avionics board is structured around the Mi-

crochip PIC18F8722 8-bit microcontroller. The addition of
an RC class receiver for testing and fail-safe purposes, and
an antenna for the GPS receiver completes flight package.
Analog flight sensors consist of a single roll rate gyro and an
absolute pressure sensor, while the GPS sends binary nav-

Figure 4: Plane-A-Pult Automatic Aircraft
Launcher performing a fully autonomous launch.

igation information to the CPU. The control system runs
on the PIC and outputs commands to the motor and ser-
vos via the on-board PWM interface. An XBee Pro Zigbee
class 2.4 GHz radio integrated is used in the study of mobile
networking. The system is capable of being flown entirely
through the XBee, but the backup RC link is maintained for
network testing when there is a possibility of losing contact
with an aircraft.

3.3 Fail-safe Operation
Failure is an important consideration when operating any

aircraft. There are many events that can occur with an un-
manned aircraft causing different types of failures. Several
fail-safes are present in the autopilot system to cope with
these contingencies. A watchdog timer is present that will
restart the CPU if the timer is not periodically serviced.
This avoids the case where a software bug causes a system
crash, preventing the control system from executing regu-
larly. The watchdog is set for 1/2 second and should nom-
inally be serviced about 300 times per second. The current
setup uses two RF links so that the networking link can be
tested. With this setup no fail-safes are applied to the XBee
radio. In fact this radio could be removed entirely and the
aircraft would still be able to fly normally. The second RF
link is a modified Pulse Code Modulated Remote Control
radio, commonly used in the RC modeling community. The
range of this radio is approximately 1.5 kilometers. Current
operating procedure dictates that the aircraft be within vi-
sual range at all times. Visual range is about 1/2 kilometer,
which is much less than the range of the radio, thus loss of
contact due to range should not be an issue. In the potential
case where the plane starts flying away from the operator,
there is a fail-safe in place that will turn the motor off when
the plane loses the RC link. With the motor off, the aircraft
will gently glide down. In the case where the CPU stops re-
sponding altogether, the electronic speed controller for the
motor automatically turns the motor off when it stops re-
ceiving commands, thus in this case the aircraft will glide
down as well. A battery monitor circuit monitors the voltage
of the flight battery pack. When the voltage drops below a
predetermined level during the flight the remaining capacity
of the pack, and thus remaining flight time can be inferred.
When missions requiring flight farther away from the base
station are being flown, a level can be set that gives the air-
craft sufficient power to return to the base station. Once it
has returned it can initiate landing mode which turns the
motor off and descends slowly until the ground is reached.

3.4 Launcher
To further make the MAV system operable with as lit-

tle human interaction as possible, an automatic launching
system was developed. The design makes use of a rugged
aluminum frame propelled by a constant force coil spring. A
”V” shaped aircraft carriage is used that holds the aircraft



by the wings while allowing the propeller in the rear of the
plane to spin-up prior to launch. A release servo is mounted
to the Plane-A-Pult, and connected to the avionics board
with a 3-wire interface. The avionics board then sends a
signal to the actuator to initiate release. When released the
3-wire connecting plug is pulled disconnected, thus leaving
the release actuator behind. Using this method, no human
interaction is required for the plane to take off. The avionics
can determine when all of its sensors are on-line and deter-
mine when to release itself. The autopilot is in control of
the aircraft the entire time, thus no pilot is required. Any
number of aircraft could be launched simultaneously using
this method and a single operator sending a ”launch all”
command.

4. CONTROL SUBSYSTEM
The key to the structure of this control system is the accu-

rate estimation of roll angle from a noisy roll rate sensor and
GPS. By structuring the control system in this manner, it is
more dependent on the kinematics of flight than on the dy-
namics of the aircraft being flown. In fact the only term that
is specifically aircraft dependant is the moment of inertia in
the roll direction. Other than that the system assumes only
that the aircraft is passively stable in pitch and yaw, and
that the aircraft has a natural tendency toward coordinated
turns, which is true for most well designed non-aerobatic
airframes. Given this structure, the autopilot could theoret-
ically be used on a completely different airplane by simply
calculating and inserting the roll axis moment of inertia.

4.1 Flight Model
A functional block diagram of the control system is shown

in Figure 5.
At the center of the model is the aircraft roll axis model,

which is structured as a simple inertial system. The Laplace
transfer function is shown below.

F (s) =
1

Js+ ω0
(1)

where J is the moment of inertial about the roll axis and
ω0 is the damping coefficient of the aircraft in the roll direc-
tion. The remainder of the model shown in green shows the
kinematic relationship between the roll axis, heading, and
position. The key kinematic relationship is the derivation of
heading rate from roll angle. This relationship is illustrated
in Figure 6.

In any aircraft, the lift vector ~L changes with the roll angle
as shown in the figure above. It is apparent that in order to
maintain altitude, the y-component of the lift vector must
cancel out the weight. The x-component of the lift in the
diagram above does not cancel with any other forces, thus
the aircraft feels an acceleration in the direction of the vector
above. The magnitude of that acceleration is given by:

Lx = |~L| sin θ (2)

where θ is the roll angle. This net force results in a lateral
(centripetal) acceleration that causes the aircraft to turn, i.e.

to produce a rate of change in heading ψ̇:

ac = Lx =
|~V 2|
r

;ω = ψ̇ =
|~V |
r

(3)

Figure 6: Kinematic relationship for a turning air-
plane.

where ~V is the forward velocity of the aircraft, and r is the
instantaneous radius of curvature of the turn. When these
three equations are combined, the result is the relationship
between roll angle and heading rate, shown below.

ψ̇ =
|~L|
|~V |

sin θ (4)

A simple way of estimating heading rate from roll angle
and vice-versa is achieved by linearizing this relationship
about two conditions: (1) the aircraft roll angle is small, thus
sin θ → θ, and (2) the lift and velocity are nearly constant.
With these two assumptions, the kinematic relation becomes

ψ̇ = kθ (5)

4.2 Autopilot Software Control
The blocks shown in green in Figure 5 represent the model

of the aircraft. The outputs of these blocks correspond to the
outputs of the sensors on board; the roll rate as measured
by the roll gyro, the heading angle as measured by GPS,
and the vehicle position is measured by GPS. The blocks
that are not colored green are part of the control system
and represent calculations done in software on board the
aircraft.

The roll rate feedback loop (pink block) works as a high-
gain rate damper to increase the viscosity of roll motion
caused by external sources such as wind. This loop runs at
a very high rate, approximately 100Hz.

The heading hold feedback loop (blue blocks) calculates a
desired heading from the Lyapunov vector field (described
below), compares it to the actual heading as measured by
the aircraft, then uses this error to generate a roll command
that will guide the aircraft toward the desired heading. This
loop runs at a rate of 10Hz.

The roll angle feedback loop (orange blocks) is the key to
stabilizing the motion of the aircraft. First the rate gyro
measurements are integrated to get a measurement of roll
angle. This measurement is susceptible to drift over time,
so it is passed through a high-pass filter that removes low
frequency drift errors. The heading angle from GPS is dif-
ferentiated to find the heading time rate of change. This
heading rate is then converted to an estimated roll angle ac-
cording to the vehicle kinematics. This estimate is suspect



Figure 5: Simplified block diagram of the heading hold control system.

to high frequency noise due to the discrete time differentia-
tion, so it is low pass filtered. The low frequency roll angle
estimate is very accurate because it essentially uses several
consecutive GPS measurements, however the time it takes to
make this estimate is too long to enable high gain rate feed-
back. Thus the high-passed rate gyro estimate of roll angle
and the low-passed GPS estimate of roll angle are combined
to form an estimate of roll angle. By matching cutoff fre-
quencies for the filter pair, no pertinent roll information is
lost, but the weaknesses of both sources of the estimate are
removed. This combined roll angle estimate is compared to
a desired roll angle found by performing a differentiation on
the desired heading output of the Lyapunov vector field and
applying the kinematics described above. This comparison
is then used to drive the aircraft to the desired roll angle.
The combination of these three feedback control loops drives
the aircraft to the desired heading and the desired roll an-
gle, and provides viscous damping of roll motion for smooth
flight.

The vehicle is guided by a vector field that has two terms
that define vehicle motion: contraction to a desired loiter
circle, and circulation on this circle to maintain desired air
speed. For any known position of the vehicle, a velocity
vector is defined by this vector field. The heading of this
vector is given as the desired heading input to the heading-
hold autopilot. When the next position sample is taken from
GPS, a new vector is computed and fed into the autopilot.
The vector field is designed to be a smooth function that
will guide the aircraft from any initial position to the desired
loiter circle. The autopilot takes further advantage of this
fact by locally differentiating the vector field to determine
the rate of change of the commanded heading vector, which

acts as the desired roll angle for the control system. The
following set of equations define the general case Lyapunov
vector field that is being used.

~̇r = ~̇rd = h(~r) = −[
∂VF

∂~r
Γ(~r)]T + S(~r) (6)

∂VF

∂~r
= |~rn|n̂T + (|~rt| − ρ)r̂T

t (7)

Γ(~r) =
1

α(~r)
I;S(~r) = γ

n̂× ~rt

α(~r)
(8)

α(~r) =
1

ν
(|rn|2 + (|rt| − ρ)2 + ρ2γ2)

1
2 (9)

The quantity of interest here is ~̇rd, or the desired velocity
vector. ~r is the aircraft’s position vector relative to the
center of the desired loiter circle. ~rn and ~rt are the normal
and tangential components of ~r with respect to the loiter
circle (in plane and out of plane components where the plane
is defined by the plane containing the target circle, the x-
y plane for the 2-D case). ρ is the radius of the desired
target loiter circle, n̂ is a unit vector in the direction normal
to the circle, VF is a Lyapunov function, whose gradient
∂VF
∂~r

forms the contraction term in the vector field. I is the
identity matrix, and ν is the speed of the vehicle, in this
case a constant. γ is the factor that determines the amount
of circulation vs contraction of the vector field, as well as
the direction of the circulation. T is the standard vector
transpose operation. A simple change of coordinates allows
the center of the target circle to be placed at any arbitrary



Figure 7: Experimental implementation of the au-
topilot system and Lyapunov vector field tracking
algorithm.

Figure 8: Two loiter-circling MAVs, one following
the other.

point. Thus by pre-defining the loiter center, radius, and
circulation coefficient; a fully deterministic vector field is
produced that requires only the current vehicle position to
calculate a desired velocity vector. This approach has been
shown to produce global convergence to a limit cycle loiter
circle [17].

4.3 Experimental Validation
The plot below shows a semi-automated flight from takeoff

to landing. The loiter center and radius were pre-programmed,
so the only human interaction was to send the takeoff com-
mand and the land command. The aircraft was launched
using the above described Plane-A-Pult from the red plus
sign near the top of the plot. Take off mode controlled the
plane to climb straight out until it reached a pre-defined tar-
get altitude of 30 meters. When this altitude was reached
the autopilot was changed to its main loiter mode and the
plane initiated a left turn to find and track the target loiter
circle. After two full circles about the center point the land
command was sent by the operator which caused the autopi-
lot to descend slowly with the motor off until the ground was
reached.

A flight test was performed with two aircraft on the same
loiter circle with one following the other. The snapshots in
Figure 8 are from a video taken of this event.

4.4 Controlling Flocks of MAVs
One application of the sensor flock is the measurement of

toxic concentrations in atmospheric plumes. One approach
uitilizes an on-board de-centralized potential field algorithm

where vehicles share information and avoid collisions. The
vehicles use this algorithm to determine where best to place
the center of their loiter circles. Figure 9 shows a 147 MAV
simulation as the vehicles attempt to characterize a three-
dimensional toxic plume, represented by the isosurface in
the figure below. The vehicles in Figure 9 are color coded
according to their current assignments. The green vehicles
are locating the source of the plume, blue are within a few
percent of the isosurface of interest (shown as the red shell).
Red vehicles are inside the plume and searching for the iso-
surface, and the black vehicles are spread outside of the
plume in case a new source of concentration emerges. For
more information on this particular application, the reader
is referred to [21].

5. WIRELESS NETWORKING
Our goal in the networking implementation was to de-

sign and build the software and experiments necessary to
characterize RF performance and networking connectivity
of air-to-air and air-to-ground behavior. This approach will
improve the accuracy of new models developed to simulate
realistic airborne communication and movement.

We designed a series of experiments to collect received sig-
nal strength indicators (RSSI), packet loss and throughput
statistics, and GPS-based position and time. From these
sets of data, we were able to infer several fundamental fac-
tors such as the relative distance between the transmitter
and receiver, either one or both of which could be a flying
MAV, and the orientation of the MAV, e.g. banking angle,
which affects the orientation of the antenna. We investigated
1-plane, 2-plane, and 5-plane scenarios. In each experiment,
MAVs would periodically report their GPS-based (x,y,z) po-
sitions and GPS-assigned time, as well as other information.

The MAVs are equipped with 802.15.4-compliant radios,
namely the XBEE Pro Zigbee radios from Maxstream. These
radios were chosen for their combination of light weight,
long transmission range, serial interface compatibility with
the PIC processor, and packet interface. The radios offer a
range of over 1 mile at 60 mW, though we measured at times
ranges of 2 miles or more in early balloon-based testing. This
is also fit the anticipated maximum spacing between neigh-
boring MAVs deployed in our toxic plume scenario. The
radio weighs just 4 grams. The packet interface offered by
the XBEE Pro substantially simplifies packet processing, as
the PIC is not burdened by processing each bit that ar-
rives, as would be the case in more primitive bit-interface
radios, such as the Chipcon CC1000 common to MICA2
motes. The packet interface reduces the memory cost and
CPU time required for networking on the PIC, and is im-
portant for enabling the PIC to sense, process and actuate
flight control in real-time. Power consumption of the radio
is relatively modest compared with powering the aircraft’s
propellor propulsion system.

The software controlling the plane’s flight via the PIC
also is used to route packets through the multi-hop wire-
less network. In order to meet these real-time constraints of
flight control, it was necessary to design the networking soft-
ware to complete its time quantum in less 10 ms, where the
autopilot controller needs to operate at 100 Hz, though in
reality 40 Hz should suffice. To maintain simplicity, we im-
plemented a simple software control loop that first consulted
the controller and then invoked the networking subsystem,
alternating between these two subsystems in an indefinite



Figure 9: Multi-vehicle flocking. Vehicle are distributed with gradient field modifications.

loop. The networking code was written to quickly execute
in its time quantum of 10 ms, and we estimate it did not
take more than 0.5 ms in practice. Our networking code
only processes one packet per invocation, so as to relinquish
control back to the autopilot as soon as possible. This con-
strained the networking code from taking over the processor.
The entire code uses about 1 KB out of the total of 4 KB
RAM for the PIC, with about 150 bytes devoted to the net-
working. We found that this approach was acceptable for
maintaining flight while also simultaneously reporting and
routing networking data on the PIC processor.

In the future, we plan to investigate software mechanisms,
such as are available in real-time operating systems, to en-
force real-time operation of the autopilot, and constrain the
CPU time devoted to networking.

6. WIRELESS EXPERIMENTS
The experiments were performed on sets of one, two and

five MAVs. The networking code sourced packets at a rate
of 10 packets/sec. Each packet contained at least the fol-
lowing: GPS (x,y,z) coordinates; GPS time; packet sequence
number; source ID; hop count; and a field for substituting
the RSSI upon reception. Application packets are of fixed
length of 24 bytes. In each MAV, the antenna is a quar-
ter wave whip with a very small ground plane, so that the
pattern can be approximated by the donut-shaped antenna
pattern of the half wave dipole, with the null on the bot-
tom a little bigger than the null on top. The antenna is
oriented vertically, pointing upwards when the plane is at
rest. Transmit power was set to the lowest value of 10 dBm,
in order to achieve multi-hop over a reasonable area. The
802.15.4 radios were configured for a rate of 115 kbps. API
mode was enabled for the radios, so that data could be sent
and retrieved in a pre-defined packet format. API mode also

Figure 10: Java application for visualizing real-time
MAV data.

conveniently returns the RSSI of received packets. Packets
are only returned by the radio if they pass the 802.15.4 error
detection check.

We built a Java program for capturing the stream of pack-
ets from the radio’s serial interface, archiving the data to the
PC, and visualizing the data on the laptop for in-the-field
debugging and management. The Java program plotted the
RSSI versus sequence number in real time, with gaps in-
cluded. In addition, the coordinates of the plane are drawn
in real time. Figure 10 shows a screen capture of the appli-
cation.

6.1 One-Plane Tests
In the one-plane test, the MAV was assigned to hover

around a fixed point, which was near the base station, at an



(a) Front view of loiter circle/hovering (b) Top view

(c) Side view

Figure 11: Loiter circling trajectory of MAV.



altitude of no more than 50 meters. The base station was
located within the hover circle, but was not the central point
on that circle. The hover radius is also 50 m. The MAV
was launched and immediately would begin streaming its
coordinates back to the ground station, where RSSI values
would be calculated for each packet.

The three-dimensional trajectory traced by the MAV plane
in one of the one-plane flight tests is shown in Figure 11 from
three different perspectives. The trajectory shown captures
a window of 6 minutes during the flight test. The front
view in Figure 11(a) shows the MAV gradually rising in cir-
cles to its loiter altitude of approximately 50 meters. As
can be seen, the ascent is not smooth, and is marked by
considerable variation even within a single loop. The top
view in Figure 11(b) reveals the loiter circling behavior of
the MAV. Clearly the loitering is far from a perfect circle.
The angled side view is shown in Figure 11(c), and is from
the perspective of looking down on the cube of Figure 11(a)
from the upper right vantage point. These different vantage
points were facilitated by plotting the raw data using the
R project’s 3-D graphical plotting software [26]. Together,
these viewpoints provide a good sense of the dynamic be-
havior of MAV flight paths.

The RSSI is also plotted via color shading of the trajectory
in Figure 11, providing insight into the RF dynamics of MAV
flight behavior. Darker RSSI values correspond to stronger
RSSI readings, e.g. black means RSSI in the range from
-60 to -70 dBm, red covers the range from -70 dBm to -80
dBm, green equals -80 to -90 dBm, and -90 to -102 dBm
(minimum reception level of the radio) corresponds to gray.
We observe that as the MAV hovers, its RSSI readings tend
to stay within one band for a long time, before transitioning
to another band. We did not observe rapid transitions back
and forth from one quantization level to another.

Further, as the RSSI trends towards green, we notice in-
creasing discontinuity as more packets are lost, thus forming
gaps in the RSSI trajectory, especially noticeable in the top
view. The size of the gaps is relatively small, lasting only a
few seconds, where each hover is completed approximately
every 50 seconds. There are few gray packets, as the network
connectivity tends to drop rapidly from the -80 to -90 dBm
band to a disconnected state. We see that most of the RSSI
variation is confined to the bands between -70 and -90 dBm,
e.g. red and green, for those packets that were received.

Figure 12 gives a clearer view of the RSSI variation with
time, showing the time-alligned plots of RSSI vs. time and
packet loss vs. time for a 100-second snapshot of the 6
minute trace. In particular, Figure 12(a) shows just RSSI as
a function of time. We see that RSSI is largely varying be-
tween -70 and -90 dBm. Moreover, we observe that there is
an apparent sinusoidal behavior in received signal strength.
We believe that this is due to the hovering or loitering cir-
cles of the MAV. Indeed, a simple calculation using the loiter
radius of 50 m, plane speed of 15 m/s, shows that a loiter
circle is completed about every 50 seconds. The sinusoid in
Figure 12(a) has just such a period of about 50 seconds. As
another graph will show, the plane varied in distance from
20-160 m from the base station, so the hovering circle was
approaching and receding from the collection point. This
behavior would lead to the sinusoidal variation in RSSI.

We also observe that RSSI, while observing a general
trend, varies substantially from moment to moment. For
example, at t=33, RSSI dropped about -70 dBm to below

(a) RSSI vs. time for one loitering MAV

(b) Packet loss vs. time for one loitering MAV

Figure 12: This is a plot of RSSI and packet loss vs
time for a single MAV hovering and communicating
back to the ground station.



Figure 13: This is a plot of packet loss vs RSSI for
2.

Figure 14: This is a plot of RSSI vs. distance from
the single-MAV experiment.

-90 dBm in just a few seconds. This could be due to the
instability of small MAV flight, which is characterized in a
later graph.

Figure 12(b) shows packet loss as a function of time for
the same 100-second snapshot, and can be time-alligned
with the above RSSI plot. Packet losses are generally well-
correlated to drop-outs in RSSI, in particular at times t=45,
80, 90, and 95. Packet losses were relatively rare in this test,
with the loss of only 17 packets in this 100-second window
of 1000 packets, or 1.7%.

Figure 13 shows packet loss as a function of RSSI for the
one-plane experiment. As received signal strength increases,
the packet loss rate decreases as expected. As the RSSI de-
creases, packet loss rises. This “L”-shaped curve is similar
in shape to other reported results from the wireless mea-
surements literature for static sensor networks [27].

Figure 14 shows RSSI as a function of distance for the
single-MAV experiment. The distance between the MAV
and the base station ranged from 20-160 m. The general
trend that emerges is that RSSI falls off as expected when
the distance increases. However, the decrease is not smooth
or monotonically decreasing. The error bars (+/- two stan-
dard deviations) show considerable variation in RSSI around
the average. We believe the mobility of the MAVs strongly

influenced this large spread in RSSI around a given distance.
In particular, we believe that the many different orientations
of the plane, and hence the MAV’s antenna, as it passes in
and out of a particular range from the ground station cause
a large variation in the RSSI. This should accounted for in
the design of MAV network protocols.

To understand the impact of banking and rolling on the
RSSI, we illustrate in Figure 15 the roll angle as the MAV
flies along its trajectory. We would expect that a small plane
such as the MAV would exhibit considerable instability. The
antenna is vertical, so slight changes in the roll angle will
cause considerable change in the antenna orientation. As in
the RSSI trajectory, our goal here is to assess the rapidity of
change of the parameter of interest, namely the roll angle.
We labeled the following color bands: black corresponds to
a roll angle of +/- 10 degrees; red corresponds to +10 to
+20 or -10 to -20; green corresponds to +20 to +40 or -20
to -40; and gray is any roll angle whose magnitude is greater
than 40 degrees.

We observe that there is frequent change in the roll angle,
as the colors are intermingled and there are few continu-
ous bands of color, unlike the RSSI trajectory of Figure 11.
All three viewpoints confirm that the roll angle changes
quite frequently, almost every second. This confirms that
the MAV is indeed wobbling frequently during flight. This
provides support for our belief that Figure 14’s large spread
in RSSI around distance is due to many changing MAV ori-
entations. This may also explain the considerable variation
in RSSI versus time shown in Figure 12.

Summarizing the experimental results of our one-plane
tests in this section, RSSI varies in a relatively continuous
manner in flight when viewed via suitably coarse quanti-
zation bands (Figure 11), but this masks the considerable
instantaneous variation in RSSI (Figure 12). The overall
trend in RSSI is to drop off as expected as a function of dis-
tance (Figure 14), but the average behavior is obscured by
substantial variation in RSSI (error bars in Figure 14 and
instantaneous variation in RSSI of Figure 12). This is likely
due to the constant rolling of the MAV plane (Figure 15).

6.2 Two-Plane Tests
For our two-plane tests, we constructed a scenario where

plane #1 is streaming numbered packets to plane #2, who is
then relaying the packets back to the ground station. Plane
#2 appends its own packets to plane #1’s relayed packets,
using its own sequence number. The packet format is similar
to the earlier described format. Both planes are hovering in
loiter circles. Plane #2 is located near the base station,
circling around it, while plane #1 is loitering further away.

Figure 16 shows the trajectories of both MAVs simultane-
ously flying during the 2-MAV flight test. The blue-colored
MAV 2 circles the base station, while the red-colored MAV
1 circles further away. The loiter radiuses were set to 50 m.
The loiter circles are approximately shown via the top-down
view of Figure 16(b). As can be seen, there is overlap be-
tween the two loitering patterns. The altitude of both flights
reaches a maximum of 80 m.

RSSI variation as a function of time between plane #1
transmitting and plane #2 receiving is shown in Figure 17.
Note that both endpoints are now hovering. In particular,
Figure 17(a) shows that the RSSI variation has increased
compared to same RSSI plot vs. time for the one-plane
test in Figure 12(a). There also appears to be a similar



(a) Front view of loiter circle/hovering (b) Top view

(c) Side view

Figure 15: Roll angle as a function of the loiter circle trajectory of a MAV.



(a) Trajectory of both MAVs. (b) Trajectory of both MAVs (top)

Figure 16: Trajectory of 2-MAV flight test.

average sinusoidal pattern, which is hard to see. Due to the
hovering behavior of both MAVs, which are hovering at the
same speed and the same radius, we would expect to see
some type of sinusoidal behavior. In our next version of the
paper, we seek to clarify the average and the period of this
seemingly cyclical behavior.

Figure 17(b) shows packet loss alligned in time for the
same 100-second snapshot as the RSSI above. Again we
observe that the packet losses are correlated with drops in
RSSI. In comparison with the packet loss statistics of the
one-plane experiment, we see more severe packet-loss in the
air-to-air scenario. The two MAVs were separated on aver-
age the same distance as the MAV-to-ground experiments.
Thus, over approximately the same separation in distance,
the packet losses of the MAV-to-MAV communication were
greater than the MAV-to-ground losses. This is possibly due
to the increased instability of both MAVs.

Figure 18 shows packet loss as a function of RSSI. Again
we see the familiar “L”-shaped pattern. The losses are
greater and more spread when there is a weak received sig-
nal.

Figure 19 shows RSSI as a function of distance for the
two-MAV experiment. We see that the average received sig-
nal for MAV-to-MAV communication is lower on average by
about 6 dBm than for MAV-to-ground communication over
the same distance. The variation is about comparable be-
tween this Figure and Figure 14. We expected to see more
of a spread in 2-MAV communication. However, this may
be due to increased packet loss, since the spread only counts
packets that have correctly received.

6.3 Five-Plane Tests
Figure 20 shows 5 MAVs that we have built as part of

our SensorFlock. We were eager to deploy a flight test of 5
MAVs. The plan was to use 3 human controllers to guide the
5 in-flight MAVs. However, we were sidelined by inclement
weather throughout the week prior to this paper submission.
It snowed twice in Boulder during this week, and the other

days were too windy and/or too cold to fly. We will be
carrying out 5-plane full flight experiments, whose results
will be posted at [25]. We will also be issuing a technical
report containing the information from these flights.

We had designed a 5-plane experiment in which packets
were periodically flooded throughout the network as the
most thorough way to test the connectivity of all links.
Nodes would use the same flooding mechanism as a primi-
tive means of routing back to the ground station. As before,
RSSI and packet loss statistics would be collected. In addi-
tion, multi-hop path information was to be gathered.

As part of future work on RF characterization, we also
intend to test different antenna orientations, flight patterns
and speeds. We also intend to capture more precise instanta-
neous roll and heading information from the control software
directly, rather than inferring this after the experiment.

One of the most difficult aspects is achieving fully au-
tonomous flight. In many cases, we needed an experienced
RC pilot to handle severe situations where the MAV was
buffeted by severe winds. Thus, while the SensorFlock sys-
tem is designed to scale, we must still be cognizant that
some measure of human intervention in the form of RC-
based pilot backup is needed. As our experience with the
SensorFlock grows, we expect to streamline the ratio of hu-
man controllers to MAV planes.

7. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented SensorFlock, a mobile system for net-

worked micro-air vehicles. We have described the design of
MAVs, including the avionics, the flight control software,
and the launch system. We have shown the capability to
perform controlled loiter-circle hovering of MAVs. We have
provided a thorough characterization of the RSSI perfor-
mance of both MAV-to-MAV and MAV-to-ground commu-
nication. Summarizing our experimental results, RSSI var-
ied in a relatively continuous manner in flight when viewed
via suitably coarse quantization bands, but this masked the
considerable instantaneous variation in RSSI. The overall



(a) RSSI vs. time for plane 1

(b) Packet loss vs. time for plane 1

Figure 17: This is a time-alligned plot of RSSI and
packet loss vs time for the two-MAV experiment,
plane 1 sending to plane 2, who relays the results
to the ground station. Both MAVs are loitering in
circles.

Figure 18: This is a plot of packet loss vs RSSI for
1.

Figure 19: This is a plot of RSSI vs. distance from
the two-MAV experiment.

Figure 20: Our first SensorFlock of 5 MAVs. The
design of each MAV is relatively simple, so scaling
to produce larger flocks can be quickly achieved.



trend in RSSI is to drop off as expected as a function of dis-
tance, but the average behavior is obscured by substantial
variation in RSSI. This is likely due to the constant rolling
of the MAV plane. MAV-to-MAV communication showed
even more variation in RSSI and greater packet loss over
the same distances than MAV-to-ground communication.
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